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Author’s Notes 
 
This is a first draft publication of IDEE - The Right Beginning: Words without 
Pictures. An Essay on Censorship by Kelvin Smith 
 
Publication Notes 
 
The first French edition of IDÉE was published in Paris in 1920 by Édition 
Ollendorff and the first German edition of DIE IDEE was published in 
Munich in 1924 by Kurt Wolff. The edition used for the synopses in this essay 
is that published by Zweitausendeins, Postfach 710 249, D-6000 
Frankfurt/Main 71 in 1978. There have been English versions available in 
Masereel collections from Shambhala, Redstone Press and Dover Publications, 
this recent edition being still in print and available also as an e-book. 
 
As Masereel died in 1972 the work is still protected by copyright. It is hoped 
that permission may be granted so that this essay may in future appear 
alongside at least some reproductions from the book. Selected images are 
available on the Internet. 
 
The descriptions of the plates that form one strand of this essay give a version 
of Masereel’s narrative, but all ‘readers’ of this story without words will have 
their own interpretation.  
 
Supplementary Materials 
 
During the writing of this essay, a series of daily post were made on 
www.pointofpublishing.com under the category An Essay in Kasterlee. These 
posts covered various aspects that relate to censorship and restrictions on 
freedom of expression that, while unconnected with this text, illustrate some 
of the context in which it was created. 
 
References and Sources 
 
Details of quotations used throughout the essay are given as they occur, and 
may or may not accord with a recognized referencing system. Other sources 
of inspiration and context are not included although something of this sort - 
an Internet resource for the reader - was considered. Such self-surveillance, 
although not without its attractions, has however been decided against. 
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FOREWORD 
 
 “Darum ist das innerste Formgesetz des Essays die Ketzerei”. 
 
[T.W. Adorno. 1958. Der Essay als Form.] 
 
 
My daughter, who knows about these things, says that an essay is in its 
nature experimental. Experiments, attempts to come to terms and reach 
understanding by whatever means - now dominated by data and replicability 
– require more than a prod and a dissection. They require daring and a touch 
of devil-may-care. As such they cannot help but be heretical. 
 
The origins of this piece lie in contemporary events in which images have 
caused disruptions, many of which are themselves the result of a kind of 
heresy, which is always identified through an interpretation of some 
established rule, something ultimately in the eye of the beholder. In France 
Charlie Hebdo cartoonists were shot dead. There have been floggings, arrests, 
imprisonments and exile of artists (specifically cartoonists) in numerous other 
countries. Many in Europe, America, Asia and Africa have left their homes to 
avoid formal punishment, personal and family harassment and casual 
violence from mobs or vigilantes. Books have been burned; newspapers 
banned and forced out of publication; electronic and digital media 
(mainstream, alternative and social) have been trolled and been used as 
carriers of threat. Media and are now routinely blocked, censored and 
restricted by government agencies. 
 
Those who censor images once had time on their side, a single picture could 
be privatised or painted over; copies and the means to make them – skilled 
hands, workshop tools, machines - could be identified, broken or burned: 
Posada woodcuts show such set-ups and how vulnerable they might be.  
 
Words, although more cumbersome, might be remembered and retold, 
scribbled and secreted with greater ease, and later be reconstructed in 
different bits along a chain, in new registers and translated into assorted 
languages. The narrative linkage of words and the reflection they encourage 
are prerequisites and consequences of all censoring and censuring, permanent 
or not.  
 
By virtue of the ease of algorithmic analysis, words have been the first to fall, 
but the particular power of the image has also become a target of established 
and covert censorship (state, social and self-censorship). Tools have been 
developed to survey, police and eliminate unwanted images from all or 
selected view. Those who see them may be identified and monitored. 
 
Alongside this, organisations that advocate freedom of expression in public 
utterance, publication and on the Internet have struggled to develop 
defensive strategies: they have created campaigns, organized petitions and 
attempted to pressure governments and international bodies. These actions 
expose the more egregious restrictions, arouse ire among a small circle of the 
concerned, but mostly have little effect except on lives of a few most notorious 
cases. In the midst of all this there is little investigation of the qualitative side 
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of censorship, how it relates not historically or geo-culturally, but to a private 
human and social sphere: how censorship affects and is affected by our 
attitudes to power and personality, fear and fallibility, groups, individuality 
and intimacy. 
 
Words are always ‘managed’ in some way by both their creators and 
consumers, and so are images. Attempts to control the variety and scope of 
both words and images are often early warnings of other controls. Like 
canaries in the coalmine, they can be the last forms of resistance to 
encroachments on personal freedoms, to the enclosure of our networks of 
communication. We are now in a phase where images proliferate but the 
control of images has become a central concern of official powers. The 
rhetoric of anti-terrorism, child protection, and religious dignity are often 
used as the excuses for suppression. 
 
Words are used here, without pictures, even if the picture may be worth a 
thousand words and can be useful to those who do not read a language. 
Using images, though, may mean more people look at these and make the 
written message easier to gloss over. 
 
One kick-off point, a tremplin, for this piece is an episodic summary in words 
of a novel without words, Frans Masereel’s Idée/Idee. The expunged, sacrificed 
or jettisoned images lie, as if censored, behind the discourse and demonstrate 
how missing images do not always leave just white space on the page: they 
can accrue worth when hidden from view, excised, redacted, or distorted. 
Images from Masereel’s book are available elsewhere and stand, as was 
intended, on their own, without any words. 
 
As with stories told just in words, the narratives of the graphic novel, comic 
book, manga or the strip cartoon must be put in order or an order must at 
least be possible, and this is true even when they appear in the mashed-up 
space of a collaged print layout or hyper-paginated in some digitally 
uncertain hierarchy. Randomness (even self-navigation) is illusory and some 
linearity always survives in narratives as it does in even a discourse like this. 
Causality and association pervade all works, and because they can persist, 
they awaken the censor’s urges to control, even as they cannot, by destroying 
them, eliminate memories of images or their meanings to individuals. Any 
progression through words or images shows a goal or intent – and thus a 
potential for disruption. Censorship identifies or imputes the dangers, 
prepares the case, accuses and acts. 
 
In spite of their notoriety, many images that have driven cartoonist 
underground or brought them to their death have not been so widely seen. 
The rumbling social media rumour, the experts’ deliberation and the mass 
media hype around disputed images are often enough to make them 
dangerous – danger of punishment for the creator, danger of opposition for 
the target. It’s not always even got to be a good image to incite strong 
feelings, but any image can be used to justify policies and dodgy practices, 
even if obvious or hackneyed representations quickly lose gravity and 
precision to become less subtle, mawkish, kitsch. The most charged, the 
powerful and most readily published are such kitsch images – a child, a tear, 
an individual, a mass of humanity, floral tributes: images that can have far-
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reaching, sometimes unpredictable effects. The evidence is never conclusive 
but buttons are pressed, votes are cast, numbers accumulate and so action 
must be taken. Censorship so often presents itself as the voice of the people, a 
national or secular necessity, or an unspecified and unquestionable safeguard. 
It is nothing of the kind. 
 
Show and tell, or tell and show, are not the same as show or tell, or tell or 
show. When one’s removed, and one must make up for the other, there can be 
a greater meaning by acknowledging the loss, by working around the need 
for complementarity, by forcing the surviving messenger to tell both sides of 
the story, and to suffer alone the consequences of its partisanship or 
plainness. 
 
The three strands of this essay - narrative, commentary and quotation - are 
here to gather a loose wrapper of thoughts on censorship. The word picture 
replacing Masereel’s images with a summary is an interpretation of the action 
of the Idee. This provides a template for elements of commentary that spread 
across the piece and experiment like a country rambler might, purposefully 
but with no unalterable plan, exploring some of the many ways that do not 
lead out of the woods. To open up to other thoughts and the thoughts of 
others (not always the same) it brings, as a third element, other brief texts 
from many sources. This Foreword is mirrored by a corresponding Afterword. 
 
Painting a word picture is a risk. Different interpretations by individuals and 
interests drive argument and, if there is power, there is also the potential for 
ridicule, censure, suppression, physical and judicial violence. An essay can be 
heretical in form as well as content. 
 
Words do not offer the daring of a forbidden image, but this can be helpful, as 
it keeps attention on the possibilities of meaning rather than on the enticing 
distraction of illustration. An image can quickly be the most remembered 
thing, can turn into an icon: an under-the-lapel badge of belonging, a secret 
sign, like a password: a fish, a feather, a hand gesture or an eye movement. 
 
Writers and publishers are also now aware that it might be dangerous to use 
some images, and so they are cautious, remembering that heresy does not 
always end well. It’s hard to call this pusillanimous, but not easy to call it 
courage either.  
 

The overwhelming judgment of the experts was that the republication 
of the cartoons by Yale University Press ran a serious risk of instigating 
violence; many of the most senior experts advised that publishing 
other illustrations of the Prophet Muhammad in the context of this book 
about the Danish cartoon controversy raised similar risk. 
 
[Jytte Klausen, The cartoons that shook the world, 200  
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IDA’S STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO THE IDEA 
 
 
THE CREATIVE LIFE – NOT ALL FUN IN THE GARRET 
 
IDEE 1-9: The anguished artist sits alone, arms crossed; the spider weaves its web 
behind. A lighting bolt of inspiration and the naked miniature emerges from his mind. 
With pride he stands the form erect, cradles and caresses her – Ida, the Idea - before 
they take their leave and she is enveloped and sealed, transmitted to a wider world. He 
weeps and hands the letter over to the disembodied messenger. 
 
This is the beginning of a word retelling of IDÉE/IDEE, Masereel’s roman en 
beelden. Because we have words, we’ll call the heroine Ida when she’s a 
character, doing what fictional characters do, and Idea when she’s an idea. 
Words enable us to split the figurative and symbolic where images must meld 
them, and, anyway, the images are already out-of-bounds, restricted by the IP 
rights that even the poorest artists and their heirs can claim. Prohibition of 
unauthorised copies is the first sort of censorship we encounter, and while 
mash-up and borrowing are now artistic commonplace, writers still have 
qualms. 
 
The telling sends the text on expeditions: a summary of what happens as Ida’s 
tale unfolds; then a commentary to open up what’s at stake; with added 
thoughts and writings from random but related sources. The first few images 
originate the Idea and send Ida on her way. The artist has already made the 
first choices, the first steps of deciding on the creation, what to include and 
what to leave out. The artist is the first one to work through editing and 
redaction. It’s a thread of sorts; so don’t lose it. 
 
People throng around the display of prints, sometimes to their disadvantage. 
Popular prints can attract people who have other motives, and one may lose 
more than one gains. 
 

Gentlemen, Caricatures of the fashionable follies of the times have long been 
the entertainment of the gaping multitudes in this city, witness the number 
continually crowding about the print-shops to the no small emolument of the 
pickpocket tribe, who attend upon the occasion. 
 
[Letter from a man calling himself ‘Censor’ to the Hibernian Journal; or 
Chronicle of Liberty in November 1782 about the many satirical print-
shops in Dublin.] 
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PUT IN ORDER FOR THE FIRST TIME 
 
IDEE 10-15: The city dwellers crowd around and peer from windows as the sparkling 
enveloped Idea is carried at arm’s length. Joy, expectancy and trepidation show on 
faces, in folded arms and in outstretched hands. Once delivered, the envelope lies 
unopened but at the centre of attention, the calmness is broken as Ida’s naked boldness 
steps out. Anticipation, shock, horror, confusion, and then outcry: opinions and 
prejudices soon mustered as the experts shield the Idea’s shameful clarity as Ida steps 
forth. Hands are held high and faces show fearful anger and grimaces. A covering 
sheet and a threatening umbrella are at hand as Ida is manhandled, prodded, pulled 
and pinned to the floor. Men begin to grimace and sickly-smile as they take command 
and subjugate. 
 
People are always looking for a new Idea, a new trend or fashion. It’s what 
makes the world go round, this drive for innovation. Academicians and 
policy wonks love to investigate, and ride on the coat tails of each new 
advance. But Ida’s shameful directness shocks them. It’s a step too far. 
 
So it is with new ideas generally. Vested interests have a knee-jerk that says 
no to anything they don’t or can’t control. The PR machine of think tanks and 
media management springs into action and rolls on until they are satisfied 
that they have put an end to the foolishness. In politics and war the 
controlling media foster ignorance, misinformation and fear just long enough 
for the bombing to begin; in medical matters it leads to pain and death. Well-
chosen images and weasel words create damaging delays in understanding 
and action. The Idea is brought under control: there is a cover-up. 
 
When the goal is to restrict access to information and other voices, it’s a sure 
sign of censorship, as with climate change denial. 
 

The primer rejected the idea that mounting evidence that already 
suggested that human activities were warming the climate, as a 1995 
report by the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change had concluded. […] The primer itself was never publicly 
distributed. 
 
[Andrew C. Revkin, ‘Industry Ignored Its Scientists on Climate’, New York 
Times, April 23 2009]  
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UNDER CONTROL 
 
IDEE 16-18: Ida is manhandled and subdued, the men smile and mock-worship her. 
She is dressed, booted and behatted; admired and belittled. A mirror is held up so that 
she can marvel at the changes wrought, but the new look is not to her taste. 
 
Being censored means being cowed, being brought into line, the very opposite 
of the art, genius and generosity of creation. The courage needed to face 
censorship or violent challenge to free thought is something that comes with 
the thought itself. Threats and dangers can create or break that courage.  
 
The first rush of any opposition is often to overwhelm the new Idea, dress it 
up in language clothes chosen by the inquisitor, making sure that no new 
modes of expression can develop by controlling vocabulary and phrasing, 
tone. The freedom to decide how to express things is a prerequisite of any new 
freedom of expression, as much as what to express. 
 
Such courage can be difficult to pin down, and it can be misunderstood or 
manipulated by those who mistrust motives or wish to discredit the author. 
Giving the commentator a fair chance to be heard is part of letting the reality 
of censorship emerge and supports those who follow to build more sustaining 
argument. 
 
This preface from a previous time shows the writer’s mettle.  
 

Although the surge of deliberate malice be unavoidable, its force is 
often spent in froth, and bubbles; for this little bark of mine has 
weathered out full many a storm, and stemmed the boisterous tide; 
and though the cargo be not rich, the dangers, which may thereafter be 
portrayed on votive tablet, may serve as a beacon to future mariners. 
But happen what may, I hope I shall never experience such desertion 
of mind, as not to hold the helm with becoming fortitude against the 
storm raised by ignorance, and privileged dullness. 
 
[Mrs. Fulhame, An essay on combustion, with a view to a new art of dying 
and painting. Wherein the phlogistic and antiphlogistic hypotheses are proven 
erroneous. 1794]  
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BREAKING AWAY 
 
IDEE 18-20: Ida rages and runs, pursued by police and plutocrats, naked again in the 
crowded and antagonistic city. She is captured by the police, while others hold out 
chains to bind her. A bonneted woman shields a young boy’s eyes. Bystanders shout 
and snigger. 

 
The pressure to conform is not strong enough to hold the Idea in check when 
she is in the fullness of her powers. This is what the censor hates. The group, 
the possessive parent, the overbearing state or colonising power must 
instantly bring a breakaway into line. Images and words that support 
separatism are suppressed: individuality, like national, race or group identity 
ignored, suppressed or undervalued: flags, languages or clothing are 
portrayed as central to belonging or they have a caricatured other life. It’s the 
first step of censorship, and one that usually works for a while. This 
undermining and name calling quickly lead to unkindness, then violence and 
murder. Portrayals of difference start with a smirk and end with broken 
bones, scarring and annihilation. Pictures and words are used on both sides. 
 
The mother who doesn’t want her child to see Ida’s nakedness has a 
justification that lies at the core of much censorship: the notion that an image, 
a story, a song or a performance will deprave or corrupt the innocence of the 
child. This long lesson in shame and fear is a tool the censor reaches for at an 
early stage. 
 
When this is turned around it is all the more bizarre: children happy in their 
nakedness and the nakedness of others will become victims of exploitation 
and violence. The violence that comes from power is excused, while the 
banned and banning are entwined. The cruel people in Ida’s story wear 
clothes - suits and overalls, makeshift and ceremonial uniforms, costly or 
clerical garments, disguises, fancy dress and badges of office. The woman 
who hides her child’s eyes from the Idea is swathed from head to foot. 
 
Religion is often at the core of this. Leviticus is just one place where 
nakedness, incest and patriarchal rights are conflated, one origin of the 
censoring of the body. Many a religious text, with its violence, sex, prejudice 
and incitement to intercultural conflict, would be a candidate for censorship if 
published now, but who would dare to make such a call. 
 
A few, like Ian McKellen in this interview, make their feelings known. 

 
Details: Is it true that when you stay at hotels you tear out the Bible 
page that condemns homosexuality? 
 
Ian McKellen: I do, absolutely. I’m not proudly defacing the book, but 
it’s a choice between removing that page and throwing away the whole 
Bible. And I’m not really the first: I got delivered a package of 40 of 
those pages—Leviticus 18:22—that had been torn out by a married 
couple I know. They put them on a bit of string so that I could hang it 
up in the bathroom. 
 
[Interview with Ian McKellen in celebitchy.com, 2 November 2009]  
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THE LAW IS CENTRAL 
 
IDEE 21: The law presides. Police officers cover Ida’s face and hold her still while one 
crouches to conduct an intimate examination of the Idea. Others watch, smirking and 
staring. 

 
The rule of law is at the heart of image and word control. It’s a matter of 
ownership and licence, fair and unfair usage, libel and other defamations. The 
law makes decisions on established taste and decorum, depravity and 
disgust, pornographic and harmful images and words; as a last resort it relies 
on the catchalls of treason, treachery and terrorism. In the case of copyright 
and ownership of creation, the law is wrapping it all up nicely for 
corporations and celebrities, leaving little available for the small creators and 
the great mass of consuming mugs. Licenced enslavement to those who grab 
a greater slice and for a longer term is cutting off access without payment or 
permission. No wonder there is new and old style piracy around. 
 
Those who see the law at work are either those who govern and dictate its 
operations or those who come before it. For most people, the law is 
somewhere else, supposedly protective but mostly unknown and 
unquestioned. Censorship relies on this popular indifference to its methods 
and its consequences. 
 
The body is a constant lure for the censor, whether naked or clothed in 
uniforms and ceremonial costume. Lèse-majesté protects the indignity of the 
state and undignified persons by laws that judge cartoonists harshly in all five 
continents. Innocence is not always an excuse. 
 
The examination of Ida’s body, by prying eyes and hands is a violence and a 
violation, like a strip-search of Adam and Eve as they are expelled from the 
garden, or the virginity tests that civil and religious courts continue to impose 
as tools of intimidation and subjugation. Pointing to the rules is a common 
cop-out, like this from 1979. 
 

Mr. Bidwell: asked the Secretary of State for the Home Department 
under what rule virginity testing of immigrant women was 
undertaken. 
 
Mr. Merlyn Rees: The medical examination in the recent case which my 
hon. Friend has in mind was sought to establish whether the passenger 
concerned had borne children.[…]The practice to be followed by the 
immigration service is laid down in the immigration rules for control 
on entry. 
 
[Hansard: HC Deb 09 February 1979 vol 962 cc312-3W]  
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THE COZINESS OF STABILITY 
 
IDEE 22-23: In a long white dress and with a temporary pardon or apparent proven 
innocence, the intact Idea, Ida, is allowed to wander in the town. Behind curtainless 
windows, people sleep and cuddle; outside, the rich cigar-smoker puffs and postures. 
Old men gossip on the street; there is music and dancing at a party in an upper room. 
The artist holds his head in his hands as Ida walks away. 
 
She is briefly chastened in her virginal clothing. Cosy comfort seeks to 
envelope the Idea, and show Ida happiness in a world where it is safe to 
canoodle and sleep soundly. But there are other sides to this. The plutocrat 
and the gossipy men who hang around the city streets are watching. They 
will quickly sound the alarm if anything untoward occurs, and the full force 
of the law will reappear to take control. Surveillance – formal and informal - 
watches for what can be banned and censored next. Private life is a thing of 
the past. 
 
Freedom to be safe in a stable state is the way freedoms of expression are 
encouraged to limit themselves. An image that might upset or incite feelings 
in an individual may be tolerated and the offended individual is left to pursue 
damages on their own. But do the same to a group, a so-called community, 
and the law will intervene, in fear that, if it does not, the offended may take 
matters into their own hands. Pragmatic tailoring of censorship fits the needs 
of the powerful or prickly vested interests who thrive on the support of 
barely-under-control local interests. Bias and propaganda keeps the troops 
happy. 
 
Clothing itself is used as a control on the unruly. Uniforms and dress codes 
abound. A missing tie, a short skirt, brown shoes or bright colours can bring 
disrepute to incorrectly attired utterances. Censorship is not just about 
blocking communications; it is also about devaluing the speaker, making 
some messages matter less than others. 
 

How can you trust a man that wears both a belt and suspenders? Man 
can't even trust his own pants. 
 
[Frank in Once upon a Time in the West (C'era una volta il West), Dir: 
Sergio Leone, 1968] 
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IRONY AND PASSION FOR (THE SUPPRESSION OF) THE IDEA 
 
IDEE 24-29: Under a streetlight, Ida exposes her naked body to a tall thin young 
man, while an older moustachioed gent creeps away in consternation. They embrace 
while police observe and onlookers show amazement. An angry crowd gathers, chains 
are brought, and fingers pointed. Fists and truncheons do their work on the young 
man who has so willingly embraced the seductive Idea. Ida stays loyal, succours and 
supports him while he languishes in prison and makes his appearance in a hostile 
court. A cross hangs on the wall as judge and justice have their way and pronounce 
verdict and sentence. 

 
In many lands censorship is established in law as a pervasive element of the 
general control exercised over the activities of citizens and subjects. Laws that 
don’t at first look like censorship laws are also used with the same control 
effect. The enthusiastic embrace of a new or disruptive Idea – as here the 
young man’s passionate embrace of Ida – makes those in power worry. It 
leads them to encourage the mob, fanatics, mass media and the violently 
inclined. Censorship relies on the mob as much as it does on the law. 
 
Often a threat is enough. If it is not, worried powers use hidden rules and 
judicial process to charge writers, artists (and let’s not forget cartoonists) with 
crimes of treachery, treason, insulting monarchy or power, damage to flags 
and national honour, invasion of privacy, blasphemy, indecency, intention to 
deprave, terrorism, and many other unreal offences. Death and lashes, prison 
and impoverishment, threats and violence can destroy some; lead others into 
exile, silence many. The censored work and the censored body are never the 
same again. 
 
States don’t worry too much about the dissonance between what they tell 
their allies and sponsors and the reality of suppression of freedoms of 
expression. 
 
Cartoonists can themselves become bemused. It’s ironic. 
 

It is weird how my caricatures are used during protests, while none of 
the country’s newspapers have published any of them. This proves 
that the freedom of the media in the country is a big lie. […] I am not 
offending anyone. I am just expressing the irony in the community, 
peacefully. 
 
[Ahmed Falah in interview with Omar al-Jaffal of Al-Monitor. Falah has 
produced cartoons that target corrupt politicians and clergy alike, left 
Iraq in 2014 following death threats.]  
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SURVIVING THE FIRING SQUAD 
 
IDEE 30-32: The young man dies by firing squad, but bullets cannot kill the Idea and 
Ida lives on to shake a fist at the powers that be. As she mourns at the graveside, the 
funeral cortège is followed by masses. The city parties on. The factory owner prospers. 

 
Death by firing squad is one potent visual image, and a martyr myth, in time 
of war and resistance, as are other summary executions by bullet in the head, 
the back or both. This is a long tradition. Goya’s picture, variously called El 3 
de mayo de 1808 en Madrid or Los fusilamientos en la montaña del Príncipe Pío or 
Los fusilamientos del 3 de mayo shows the death by firing squad of Spanish 
resisters against Napoleon. The guns in a later painting, Manet’s L'Exécution 
de Maximilien, have a grander target, the Habsburg Emperor of Mexico. These 
victims meet a similar fate to that of Masereel’s character. Accepting noble 
execution is a more usual image than one of fear, loss of control and terror. 
Our images and words probably tell us lies about this. 
 
Manet’s picture was censored as he thought it would be, but it may not have 
been to do with the image, but with its possible effect and with official views 
about the person who created it. It is often the case that censorship is about 
censoring a person not their creations, which are merely evidence to produce 
a sought-after silence. 
 
Punishment and prevention avant la lettre, like summary execution, alters 
history from that point on. Censoring has long-lasting effects. 
 

But whatever the irrecoverable truth, the censorship of the Execution 
continues to act, by limiting posterity’s knowledge. It was not just that 
the picture (and its affiliated lithograph) were suppressed, but also the 
reactions of the generation for whom it was painted, those who could 
tell us best how to read it. This absence adds to the picture’s 
opaqueness for today’s spectators. To this extent, censorship 
succeeded, as it often does[….] it may be a mistake to be too rational 
(or too aesthetic) about the workings of censorship bodies. They are 
notoriously quixotic, developing their own eccentricities and 
exaggerated fears. If in doubt, ban it, is often the basic rule; especially 
ban it on the mere reputation of the artist in question (Manet was a 
known republican). 
 
[Julian Barnes. Keeping an Eye Open: Essays on Art. 2015] 
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THE GRAVEYARD SHIFT 
 
IDEE 33-37: The skeletons of the dead surround Ida and a holy man advises her. She 
dresses in the clothes they proffer. They hold a mirror so she can see her power and her 
beauty. She goes forth from the graveyard - into the city where the sun shines like 
money against the church tower and plutocrats toy with her. They shy away in horror 
when she again exposes her body, and she rages at them while they stay away from 
their dutiful wives at home and spend time with the prostitutes in their city dens. 

 
The public spaces of the city have long been locations for art and artifice in 
squares, parks, promenades, village greens and public buildings - and in 
cemeteries where lasting images and words are placed in hope of a final 
writing of a life. Catafalques and epitaphs provide a definitive censoring of all 
that’s problematic in a life. Memories are our most censored possessions. 
 
Control of the public spaces in the name of public safety is increasingly as 
developers and local governments take control of what was previously of the 
commons. This closing off of public space is not just physical but also social 
and cultural and constitutes a form of censorship, and a strong nudge to self-
censorship. Now we have further restriction through Public Spaces Protection 
Orders and Anti-Association laws. 
 
There is nothing like the presence of a security guard or prominent CCTV 
camera to stop you doing what you know is legal. Finding the courage to do it 
anyway, the thing that may or may not offend, encourages Banksy, Miss Tic 
and the better taggers. Even those who mutter about urban mess and 
disrespectful urban street art go to see the defacement of the Berlin Wall, 
especially now that what is left is monetized as tourist heritage. The city itself 
is a graveyard of ideas and ideals, reconstructed as memory or heritage. 
 
Reclaiming the radicalism of public space and the things that can be seen in it 
is one way to show support for the brutally censored. Hence demonstrations 
and occupations and this action in support of Charlie Hebdo. 

 
Le 8 janvier au matin, en passant par la place du Palazzo Vecchio, j’ai 
découvert que les Florentins avaient choisi le David pour exprimer leur 
révolte contre l’attentat de Charlie Hebdo, leur affection pour la France 
et leur dévotion à la liberté. Le bras droit de la statue portait un 
brassard de deuil. Le ruban noir du crêpe tranchait avec un éclat 
funèbre sur la blanche nudité du colosse. 
 
[Dominique Fernandez, ‘Un crêpe noir au bras de David’, Nous sommes 
Charlie, 2015.] 
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BACK TO NATURE 
 
IDEE 38-42: She bids the city gents goodbye with a dismissive wave and goes into the 
country, to the farmers in wheat fields, the pig and the village church. A hand chucks 
Ida under the chin, and people listen to the Idea semi-politely in the village square. 
They do not know what to make of her. They laugh when she shows her naked self - 
the fat priest most of all, become bawdy, show their bottoms and urinate on her. Even 
the sun and cat find it all hilarious. Christ looks on resigned. 
 
The conservatism of the countryside and village hides behind the down-to-
earth jollity of it all. It’s a control. There is a way to do things. If you step 
another way, we’ll pull you back. Nicely. It’s just banter and a bit of fun, so 
don’t be a spoilsport. The self-censorship of the subject is what makes it all 
work. No need to ban objects or activities: people around here wouldn’t do 
that, read that, think that. Censorship thrives on the desire to conform. 
 
It’s difficult to work out what the watching Christ thinks of Ida. This crucified 
person is the central image of a world religion, a martyr punished and in 
pain; he knows a bit about the disapproval of others. He knows what happens 
when you piss them off. The body is the central image here and of other 
martyrs and mythological characters. It relates to methods of murder and 
dismemberment, shown everywhere in art and architectural sculpture, but 
according to strict artistic and ecclesiastical rules. 
 
Ancient gods and holy men and women were often naked just like Ida, and 
they derived power from it. Now the holy and sublime wear loincloths or 
flowing robes, and still assert a more than human status. Even the sight of 
some of them, any attempt to portray a likeness, can be blasphemy and 
punishable by death. Avert your eyes as the powerful and mighty pass by! 
Don’t poke fun at them or there may be a knock at the door: rat-a-tat-tat. 
 
Echoes come today in photographic evidence. The tortured and rendered in 
far-off prison camps are covered in urine like Ida. The men and women in 
control wear uniforms and smiles, prisoners are stripped and smeared, faces 
and genitals are pixelated. They are like a cast of characters fit for a passion 
play, with the wired-up prisoner looking crucified. Ever more amputations 
and beheadings are done by figures in flowing robes, a cruelty now banal and 
openly discussed, but not so often seen and very seldom drawn in cartoon or 
in war artistry. It’s too risky, although the gamers may have dared to practice 
simulating gore. 
 
Terror killers stop distributing videos, but they carry on without the images. 
Some places still have crucifixions and they will not stop soon. We still know 
what’s happening even without the pictures. It’s left to the imagination. As 
the censorship of bodies continues and extends all ways into history, myth 
and fiction, real bodies are, like Ida’s, policed and pursued from public view 
along with the Idea. 
 
Religious texts make gnomic utterances about human bodies. 
 

And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us. 
[John 1.15]  
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ESCAPING FROM SCHOLARSHIP 
 
IDEE 43-47: Ida is sad on her arrival back in the city. A bearded old man notices as 
she lifts her dress and he invites her in so that he can investigate further. Ida escapes 
entrapment in a large book, and again runs naked into the streets. The old man 
shelters under the outstretched pages of his monster volume. 

 
We do not know what this old man wants, bemused and looking for 
explanations in a book. He has chemical flasks and other equipment. Perhaps 
he is an alchemist. Does he consult his globe? Wonder about the skull and 
stuffed fish on his shelves? Who cares? It is all too much for Ida and she flees. 
 
One thing is sure, the old man has no firm opinions and he knows it, appears 
troubled, and remains ultimately powerless. The burden of proof has shifted. 
Here the Idea cannot be understood through science and reason, and it resists 
being experimented on. Ida is the experiment. 
 
The war on terror has determined that there are many things that cannot be 
read, downloaded, stored, or distributed. The researcher and the curious 
innocent must give evidence that no harm was intended by their human 
curiosity. Artists too must prove the acceptability of any use of what the state 
deems dangerous, and prove, by journal and motivation statements, that this 
is used for what only a state could think was an identifiable intention that it 
calls ‘artistic purpose’. 
 
The censorship of science by states and religions sometimes has disastrous 
consequences. Drawings are considered devil’s work, used to produce 
diabolical machines and encourage heresy. Written down and published, 
plans for new things can be owned and trafficked, traded and turned for a 
profit. They may need to be encrypted or disguised, smuggled so as to avoid 
detection or capture. In these days researchers into contested areas must 
monitor their own gathering of resources and information, unless a 
suspicious state might think they are up to no good.  
 
Violence of various kinds can be employed to enforce a prohibition. 
Sometimes, as with Galileo, it’s just a question of showing a heretic the 
instruments. 
 

THE LITTLE MONK: I understand your bitterness. You are thinking of 
certain exceptional powers which the Church can command.  
 
GALILEO: Just say instruments of torture.  
 
[Bertolt Brecht, Life of Galileo, 1948] 
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PRESS HERE 
 
IDEE 48-52: Off Ida runs, pursued by crowds and police with waving swords. Even 
some buildings grow legs to join in the chase. The Idea finds a printing works where 
the machines make many copies for distribution to goggle-eyed readers. She steps off 
each page to shock and intrigue them. 
 
Masereel was schooled in journalistic illustration and he worked on the 
Geneva daily La Feuille between August 1917 and May 1920. The paper’s 
strapline was Journal d’Idées et d’Avant-garde and Masereel’s front-page 
illustrations were biting topical comments on the disasters of war. This clear 
political stance would have made him an ally of some current illustrators and 
publishers, but not, perhaps, of those whose iconoclastic stance is directed at 
all hypocrisies. These few make enemies on all sides and have only minority 
appeal, except when, as with Charlie Hebdo, there is a flood of crocodile tears 
from those who rally to the cause of free expression only when it is too late. 
Free expression is not something that can be defended after the fact. All 
together now: ‘You don’t know what it is ‘til it’s gone’. 
 
The printed press is not as powerful as it was, but it can still lead public 
opinion when there are acceptable pictures of suffering and death available to 
exploit. Some pictures are so popular and on every front page that they 
become unavoidable and unquestionable. They change the popular mood, it’s 
said; change political decisions, it’s said; change our view of a manipulative 
press, no one says that.  
 
When personal, political and press duplicity is suggested, the public arises 
and asserts populist power. This does not censor the currently disapproved 
thing, but makes some images more difficult to publish in future. Social 
media sets rules for norming and self-censorship. Self-regulation of the press 
responds to the readership’s view of itself. 

 
The satirical French weekly Charlie Hebdo appeared to mock the death 
of Aylan Kurdi, the Syrian toddler refugee who drowned off the coast 
of Greece, in its latest issue published Sunday. The cartoon shocked 
and offended people across the world who took to Twitter to voice 
their outrage. 
 
[Refugee Crisis 2015: Aylan Kurdi Toddler Death Mocked By French 
Satirical Weekly Charlie Hebdo, International Business Times. 14 
September 2015] 
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OCCASION 
 
IDEE 53: The Idea appears on bookshop display tables and shelves where it disturbs 
the cosy calm of the new and second-hand book buyers. 
 
Bookshops can be a target for the censor and, with the growth of digital 
delivery and near monopoly in online book retail, the potential for controlling 
texts and their supply can only grow. Some fight to keep access open; some 
collaborate; most avoid or obfuscate the issue. There is often more concern 
about the unknown future of the book than about its present. 
 
Lending is monitored. While brave battlers in libraries work against 
reactionary legislation, coalitions of book people work to unban banned 
books and keep them that way. Censorship by banning or bowdlerisation 
tones down words and images, and can change them to ahistorical nonsense 
or make them disappear. One cartoon character must throw away his pipe. 
Another may never have been to the Congo. The characters in children’s 
books may not say what all kids do. Historical uses never existed, are not 
discussed, are swept under a large, not-so-magic, carpet. 
 
But will books ever burn again? Will libraries be stripped and censored? Will 
the BN’s enfer and the BL’s Private Case be made more private and infernal, a 
Fahrenheit 451 world where heresies and profanities will never again be 
heard? 
 
Before Ida’s story was published a more racy small press book joked of using 
the overcoat method of book sales. It showed pictures of masturbation and 
penetration by an animal, so it might not be a standard bookshop item. 
 
The pictures are available in art books, but there will be no pictures here. The 
cover reads instructively about the furtiveness of such publications. 
 

Maurice Barraud 
Sept Pierres d’Amour 
Sortie des Presses des Silence 
Se vend sous le manteaux au passage 
 
[Text on cover of Maurice Barraud, Sept Pierres d’Amour, 1919. Printed 
in Geneva by Éditions Kundig] 
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POSTER GIRL 
 
IDEE 54: She appears on posters. She stands next to advertisements for constipation 
cures, tango tea and sweeties. 
 
Posters are at the core of street art and their power is recognized by activists 
and authorities. After the invasion of ‘Plucky Little Belgium’ in 1914 the 
German Governor General banned posters and put up a poster to say so. 
Invaders must take control of city walls, and those poster sites on Litfaßsäulen 
and Colonnes Morris. Posters can bear messages that have, like other media, 
the potential to cause trouble. We still have a trope of surreptitious 
propagandists hurrying through darkened street with rolls of posters and a 
bucket of paste. Memes do this on digital surfaces. 
 
Performance activism produces poster messages on naked people and attracts 
prurient attention from the tabloid press and video media. The causes are lost 
behind the nakedness. The meaning of the writing on the bodies, like the 
writing on the walls, is mostly ignored. 
 
Pochoirs and tags add to the colourful mix in every city, gain value and 
become tourist sights until the laws take a draconian turn and local 
ordinances are violently enforced. Poster activists, like cartoonists, are often 
critical of a range of ideologies, and this can lead to vilification and physical 
attack. Bill posters will be and are prosecuted. 
 
With the increased difficulty of verifying a digital archive, posters come and 
go through history, mashed-up, mimicked as a kind of censorship. A poster 
can appear on the Internet with a made-up provenance. One such carried no 
image, but just these words: Beware of Artists. They mix with all classes of society 
and are therefore the most dangerous. It is a hoax, a meme that has spread from 
person to person, from machine to machine. It would be impossible to censor 
this, and who would want to, but it is very easy to make large numbers of 
people believe the story of its origins. It is more and more difficult to censor 
such images and graphical messages, but it's also more and more difficult to 
know what to believe. 
 
The art group Surrend: Art in hotspots has a history of producing provocative 
political posters of national figures in despotic regimes, and a comic orgy 
scene of one European royal family. 
 
Threats are made; exhibitions are cancelled. Censorship is conducted 
differently in different countries. 
 

We can't be pigeonholed and we don't just attack the right-wing fringe. 
The new thing is that we're moving in territory usually reserved for 
journalists. We attack leftist dictatorships just as vigorously. We're not 
part of the traditional Danish art scene. We come from the street-art 
scene and have no ties with old ideologies. 
 
[Jan Egesborg in an interview with Af Bent Blündikow, Berlingske - 
Denmark 22/12/2006]  
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MAKING A DROP 
 
IDEE 55: Leaflets with Ida’s image are dropped from airplanes onto the offices, 
apartments, churches and factories of the city. Some show her in seductive poses. 

 
Propaganda leaflets once descended from airplanes during times of war and 
preparation for war. Now there are no warnings before bombardments. 
Drones just arrive. Random distribution of images and instructions now 
happens mostly through indiscriminate electronic and digital media. 
 
Real people and frank exposure of the unadorned on posters, on billboards, in 
magazines and pop-up ads, are more limited than many think, but titillation 
persists in calendars and campaigns for furry beasts and ancient forests, for 
fish conservancy and a multitude of local good causes. All those calendar girls 
and boys. Farmers and firefighters top the lists; there’s never a priest, a 
politician or a plutocrat. The odd, the more unusual, transgressive and 
transformative now meets more resistance and leads a rush to censorship. 
 
And then, with other things that have been suppressed by the censorship of 
the mob or the mobilized mad there is a rush to hashtag, like and support the 
offending artists. International pens draw without words: Je suis Charlie and 
#Draw4Atena become more important than the original contested work or the 
fate of the cartoonists in danger. Like those who rush to leave flowers at the 
scene of publicized disasters, such campaigns focus the debate on the 
observers not on the victims. It is all about each ‘me’, and takes attention 
away from the horror of the suppression, the loss of livelihood, or loss of life. 
 
Contradictions abound when those in favour of freedoms confront freedoms 
they don’t like. 

 
There is a contradiction in the left-liberal stance: the libertarian position 
of universal irony and mockery, making fun of all authorities, spiritual 
and political (the position embodied in Charlie Hebdo), tends to slip into 
its opposite, a heightened sensitivity to the other’s pain and 
humiliation. 
 
It is because of this contradiction that most left-wing reactions to the 
Paris killings followed a predictable, deplorable pattern: they correctly 
suspected that something is deeply wrong in the spectacle of liberal 
consensus and solidarity with the victims, but took a wrong turn when 
they were able to condemn the killings only after long and boring 
qualifications. The fear that, by clearly condemning the killing, we will 
somehow be guilty of Islamophobia, is politically and ethically wrong. 
There is nothing Islamophobic in condemning the Paris killings, in the 
same way that there is nothing anti-Semitic in condemning Israel’s 
treatment of the Palestinians. 
 
[Slavoj Žižek, ‘In the Grey Zone’, London Review of Books, 5th February 
2015] 
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BURN, BABY, BURN 
 
IDEE 56-58: There are bonfires of books and a priest looks on from behind the crowd. 
The flames rise as flags are waved and there is singing and dancing in celebration; but 
the Idea rises like a phoenix. The book burners dance around the flames and rejoice 
over the embers but the Idea rises triumphant to the rooftops. A tower beams out in 
the distance. 

 
One of the few times in this story we see a priest, and it is when there is 
burning of books going on. While holy men are touted as guardians and 
interpreters of the book, they are also preparers of the Index, controllers of 
holy and vernacular language, turners of thumbscrews and garrottes. They do 
not like heresy, and destroy images and representations that offend them. The 
most self-righteous destroy temples and libraries, archives and memorials, art 
and artefacts. Having a direct line to the divine seems to be an excuse for all 
sorts of irrational destruction. 
 
Religious images, inscriptions and projections, statues, sculptural forms (no 
matter how ancient) and installations are all constrained, particularly when 
they play with words like ‘passion’ or ‘innocence’. Sometimes the same 
people are addicted to crude humour and indecent actions, prurience and 
scatology - but only behind closed doors, among men, cradling their fears. 
 
The worst offence is blasphemy, saying it out loud, admitting any uncertainty 
or admitting any possibility of weakness in a metaphysical system: there are 
many severe penalties for this. So artists now must watch out for the 
consequences or throw caution to the wind and rise like Ida as the flames 
devour their work. 
 
All images are under threat with the words they work with or replace. Even 
as they move to the new performance spaces of the ether and the inner mind, 
words and images must learn to live with the strangeness of redaction and 
the conflagrations that will come. 
 
What happens to cartoons is only the start of it. 
 

Il est particulièrement crétin de brûler un livre, mais il n’est pas très 
sain de sacraliser des symboles, qu’ils soient républicains, religieux ou 
autres. 
 
[Charb, Lettre aux escrocs de l’islamophobie qui font le jeu des racistes, 2015] 
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THE WIRE 
 
IDEE 59-62: Ida climbs the tower, and the Idea is transmitted along the wires that 
spread out in all directions. It screams from telephones. It speeds along the trackside 
wires. Officers with swords pursue the Idea. It causes consternation when it leaps out 
to startle the telegraph operator and those waiting for news. The number ‘13’ is on the 
door or wall. 

 
Verbal communication, when global, must take account of language, which 
often now turns out not to increase the outreach, but to reduce it to simplified 
Globish or a Yahoo level of communication as in a franchised game or quiz 
show. The exotic urge of electronic media, so long, like National Geographic, 
fixated on the customs and appearance of strange otherness, now focuses on 
wildlife and natural phenomena, among which mankind is no longer 
counted. The moving pictures of the TV screen have long since left reality 
behind. 
 
Panic about things digital is presaged by the fear of speedy wire and wireless 
communication. The policing of pornography and supposed terror mongering 
takes top spot, but the authorities are often left behind by new makers of 
technology and wrong-footed by the habits of the innocent. Social media, 
selfie sex and gamey violence, smartphone moving pictures and the vast 
fluidity of data, all move faster than any regulator can. 
 
The dark net becomes more mainstream, to be followed perhaps by bitchains 
of dissent and transgression, new swaps and trades of uncensorable 
derivatives, where the disallowed - like dodgy finance structures - take over 
the digital un-social space. Even numbers can be charged with guarding 
orthodoxy or accused of heretical intent. There are arguments about the good 
or bad luck that 13 suggests. 
 
In the future it will be about much more than cartoons. As media mix into 
new concoctions, the Internet of things will include ludic exoticisms, be 
subject to pre-censorship by intrusion into homes and minds as well as paper 
and screens. 

 
Games zijn voor mij de strips van morgen 
 
[Stripgids Interview met Benoît Sokal, Stripgids, Herfst 2015] 
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STAMPS 
 
IDEE 63-66: In the post office, behind a counter, Ida hides in a gift-wrapped package. 
The fragile parcel speeds through the overnight post and is delivered to a waiting boy, 
who, haplessly delighted by naked Ida’s arrival, is spanked to assuage the shame of his 
elders and betters. Ida escapes by leaping from a high building. 
 
The postage stamp once told of empire, athletic and scientific achievement, 
art, public service and good will; it now commemorates global culture icons 
and sporting franchises. Mostly stamps are jolly stickers with no purpose 
except for collecting, and they don’t even need the contact of a lick. The 
physicality of communication that Ida and the boy experienced is becoming a 
thing of the past. Stamp collection is a lost hobby, and with it, the expectancy 
that comes from receiving the unexpected: communications are pre-
determined and predictable. A strange package arriving in the mail is now a 
possibly explosive or contaminating threat that we expect someone before us 
to have monitored and vetted. X-rays and scans discover our internal 
structures and begin to inspect our thinking and desires. 
 
That said, the secretive powers of the postal system are just now being 
rediscovered, like the typewriter, USB stick and the use of cash. Perhaps the 
naked truth will still find a place to linger, not fearing the discovery of the 
unacceptably nude and the algorithms that are now trained to detect it. Skin 
tones, shapes, interrelationships of body parts enable oversight and what is 
called protection, even from the sight of Adam and Eve or Venus. The bees 
are still pursuing Cupid the honey thief. 
 
The children of today - now protected by bugaboo censorship - might be told 
that even Cupid or putti images are problematic. 
 

From the controversy over Mapplethorpe’s Jesse McBride, to the FBI 
raid on Jock Sturges’s studio, to the seizing of Nan Goldin’s Klara And 
Edda Belly Dancing at the Baltic, to the recent outrage and attempted 
discrediting of Miley Cyrus (along with Annie Leibovitz) over her 
photographs in Vanity Fair, it is clear that society’s unease with 
photographs depicting or alluding to nudity or erotic characterization 
of minors has become far more conservative. 

 
[Charlie White, ‘Minor Threat’ in Words without Pictures, 2009]  
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SNAPSHOT 
 
IDEE 67-68: Ida runs off to where she may be photographed and filmed. The audience 
reacts with horror and derangement. 

 
In 1932 the Idea was turned into an animated film by Berthold Bartosch, who 
at first collaborated with and then fell out with Masereel. There is music by 
Arthur Honegger. The film has a less problematic but more pessimistic 
ending. There is a rebellion, a fusillade, many die, the people are defeated, 
and the audience is left looking at the stars. The story has been adapted to 
new times. 
 
Adaptation is a feature of all art, with images now regularly used as source 
for other images, reworked. Sometimes we worry about authenticity because 
we do not know where to find it, at others we question the very idea of 
authenticity that is, like so much else, now taken over by the world of politics 
and persuasion. The appearance of authenticity is becoming more important 
than the concept itself and those who look to cinema or TV for a sense of 
reality choose to forget that it’s the most make-believe of all the arts. The 
camera really does lie. 
 
An image of any kind can be an aid to memory, and can show how the subject 
wished to be remembered, and by whom: a miniature portrait in a locket, a 
photo-booth snap, now replaced by the selfie. We delete or censor our image, 
retouch and recolour, reshape and reconstruct. For major work the surgeon 
sketches proposed changes with blue pen on the body part, like an old-
fashioned editor or censor. Such images can, and often do, disappoint or 
deceive. They do not provide the memory we want to have. We wish we 
could control the way the way we look and the way that others see us. With 
the push of a button, we delete images we do not like. 
 
Nina Hagen complained that her holiday photos did not capture the 
supposed vibrancy of the DDR because Michael forgot the colour film, rather 
than because the highly censored surveillance society was inherently 
monochrome. 
 

Du hast den Farbfilm vergessen, mein Michael 
Nun glaubst uns kein Mensch wie schön’s hier war ha ha ha 
Du hast den Farbfilm vergessen 
Alles blau und weiß und grün und später nicht mehr wahr 
 
[Nina Hagen, Du hast den Farbfilm vergessen, 1974] 
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STRIPTEASE 
 
IDEE 69-70: She appears on the stage. There is a riot. At the jazz club or the music 
hall the reaction is wide-eyed but less extreme. 
 
The naked truth, the nakedness of the Idea, the idea of nakedness: all are 
central to a variety of conceptual, queer, engaged and kitsch aesthetics. From 
Spencer Tunick to Vanessa Beecroft, Dimitris Papaioannou to Milo Moiré, Jan 
Fabré to Megumi Igarashi (Rokudenashi-ko) and Deborah de Robertis to 
Nona Faustine: they all use the naked body in their art, mostly female 
sometimes male with very little mixing. 
 
While this is all dead serious, cartoons can be used to exploit the inherent 
humour of the body and the things it does. This sense of fun diminishes. 
Censorship isn’t good for humour: self-censorship is worse. The sense of 
irony has gone; the risk of offense is too dangerous to the artist’s career, 
income or physical safety. 
 
Those who use their bodies in performance are regularly pilloried; but press 
coverage increases, brands develop and fortunes are made. The stage is more 
free from restrictions tied to views about indecency, although it’s now 
regulated with claims that performances incite violence or terrorism, or 
encourage illegal acts concerning just about anything. Musicians are also 
targeted because lyrics and performance may offend or incite.  
 
In times of political turmoil and war, though, who knows what can be 
decreed. 
 

Whereas the distressed Estate of Ireland, steeped in her own Blood, 
and the distracted Estate of England, threatened with a Cloud of Blood 
by a Civil War, call for all possible Means to appease and avert the 
Wrath of God, appearing in these Judgments; among which, Fasting 
and Prayer, having been often tried to be very effectual, having been 
lately and are still enjoined; and whereas Public Sports do not well 
agree with Public Calamities, nor Public Stage-plays with the Seasons 
of Humiliation, this being an Exercise of sad and pious Solemnity, and 
the other being Spectacles of Pleasure, too commonly expressing 
lascivious Mirth and Levity: It is therefore thought fit, and Ordained, 
by the Lords and Commons in this Parliament assembled, That, while 
these sad causes and set Times of Humiliation do continue, Public 
Stage Plays shall cease, and be forborn, instead of which are 
recommended to the People of this Land the profitable and seasonable 
considerations of Repentance, Reconciliation, and Peace with God, 
which probably may produce outward Peace and Prosperity, and bring 
again Times of Joy and Gladness to these Nations. 
 
[Order for Stage-plays to cease, 2 September 1642] 
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SPEAKERS’ CORNER 
 
IDEE 71: The Idea spouts from an orator’s mouth. He holds a finger in the air to make 
a point – echoed by some in the audience, but causing a man in a top hat to look 
aghast. 

 
The Idea’s argument is spoken in words, an auditory and physical 
manifestation of pure energy and thought, unafraid. For the censor, this is a 
most threatening thing and the mostly male opposition is angry and violent. 
Whether the attacks are from the first investigators, courts, politicians, 
plutocrats or police, the act of censorship is a violent act. 
 
Freedom of expression may be allowed in legislating assemblies or at 
speakers’ corners, but there is someone with a notebook, a recorder, a camera 
taking it all down, making a record, monitoring. It’s strange, though, how 
much evidence is damaged, destroyed or lost when needed for a defence. 
 
Censorship destroys paper and print, paint and podium art, performance and 
play: it seeks to control or destroy the physical in order to imagine it controls 
the thought. The Idea and Ida survive as both, but the duality is a sign that 
censorship’s relationship with the body is more central than the mere prudery 
about bits and bobs, the policing of personal pleasures and the concealing of 
private parts and personality. 
 
Minds can be free when bodies are free – a freedom that comes not from the 
nakedness but from the ready acknowledgement that the directness 
demonstrated by the bare Idea is not a danger, and clothing, while useful and 
decorate, is frequently a badge of unfettered power or undesirable belonging. 
 

A man who has at length found something to do will not need to get a 
new suit to do it in; for him the old will do, that has lain dusty in the 
garret for an indeterminate period. Old shoes will serve a hero longer 
than they have served his valet -- if a hero ever has a valet -- bare feet 
are older than shoes, and he can make them do. Only they who go to 
soires and legislative balls must have new coats, coats to change as 
often as the man changes in them. But if my jacket and trousers, my hat 
and shoes, are fit to worship God in, they will do; will they not? Who 
ever saw his old clothes -- his old coat, actually worn out, resolved into 
its primitive elements, so that it was not a deed of charity to bestow it 
on some poor boy, by him perchance to be bestowed on some poorer 
still, or shall we say richer, who could do with less? I say, beware of all 
enterprises that require new clothes, and not rather a new wearer of 
clothes. If there is not a new man, how can the new clothes be made to 
fit? If you have any enterprise before you, try it in your old clothes. All 
men want, not something to do with, but something to do, or rather 
something to be. 
 
[Henry David Thoreau, Walden; or, Life in the Woods, 1854]  
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SPEED FREAK 
 
IDEE 72-73: She drives an automobile at breakneck speed and, leaving an exhaust 
trail, she again escapes the long arm of the law. Bayonets are now fixed. 

 
Remember or discover that the twentieth century was obsessed by speed. This 
passion - from Broadlands to Coniston and Concorde - found its way into the 
graphic arts and politics, and Masereel’s work has its share. Now such speed 
is only for a few. Traffic snarls to a halt, airports delay the plebeian traveller, 
while those in the 1% have special lanes and private jets. Their movements are 
unrecorded at the border, while others are fenced in with razor wire. Speed is 
at the core of all radical movements: Ideas must move quickly, like Ida, and 
must outrun the levels of censorship until they cannot be maintained or are 
made draconian, deadly. Burning books and burning buildings is soon 
followed by burning bodies. Black milk. 
 
When Ida speeds around town with her long hair flowing behind her, she 
does not conceal her body like Godiva in an earlier age. Ida has none of 
Godiva’s coyness. She is neither degraded nor self-sacrificing. Her truth is 
glorious and undeniable. 

 
What is interesting is that the story depends on the idea that Godiva 
nobly accepted a kind of complete degradation, that her nudity was an 
act of beautiful self-sacrifice. 
 
But while the narrative could not function without this central pin, it 
remains obvious that the story is also telling us that her nakedness was 
wonderful, that her ride was a glory to her and tremendously 
enjoyable, too. 
 
The ambivalence is essential, and still as powerful. Coventry could no 
more ask a young woman today to impersonate Lady Godiva in the 
buff than it could have in the Puritan seventeenth century. It would not 
be proper. 
 
Streaking spontaneously is one thing, cycling nude for charity another; 
but institutionalized stripping for women jumbles the categories of 
official and unofficial rights and wrongs too subversively to be 
tolerated. 
 
[Marina Warner, ‘When Godiva streaked and Tom peeped’. The Times, 
Saturday, Jul 10, 1982] 
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THE CALL SIGN 
 
IDEE 74: She takes to the electronic airwaves and flies across the ether. A single man 
with a face like a Munch scream looks out at the reader.  

 
We kid ourselves that digital communication is different. Broadband and wifi 
may not be oscillations, but they act like them most of the time. They can be 
encrypted and decrypted and blocked by censors, monitored and subject to so 
much surveillance. The Idea is perhaps not so safe there, out on the open 
waves, or in the dark depths of the data silo. 
 
It’s not so much that there’s censorship in the airwaves as fear of who may be 
listening that leads to self-censorship. What slips past is covered by web 
purification, a growing business where one company offers profanity filtering, 
image and video moderation services to protect, not the integrity of words and 
images, but brand and users. Government services do much, much more. 
 
The law, or justice system as it can so often be called these days, is presented 
not as a deliverer of equal justice before the law, but as a way in which 
victims get their individual justice, or, as it was called in many a holy book, 
retribution and revenge. What was developed as ‘blind justice’ has turned 
into ‘an eye for an eye’. That way, as many knew centuries ago and fewer 
seem to know today, does not end happily. 
 
The voices that have most access to the airwaves, and which are prepared to 
lie for longer will often overwhelm all other views. The radio, television, all 
mass media and the Internet is made for people who shout loudly and 
repeatedly. 
 
There is not as much democracy in the ether as some pretend, and people 
have known this for many years. 
 

The most brilliant propagandist technique will yield no success unless 
one fundamental principle is borne in mind constantly - it must confine 
itself to a few points and repeat them over and over.  
 
[Joseph Goebbels, Diaries] 
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PEASANT POWER 
 
IDEE 75: Now the country people are also in hot pursuit with scythes and knives. 
The city burns. 
 
The ire of the peasantry is always there in the pent-up poverty and 
paternalism, even when the country is full of incomers and weekenders. The 
choices made for entertainment and engagement are often retro and romantic. 
The most landed or most lauded make decisions, and oddball views that lack 
a bucolic charm are often blocked. 
 
The mass media have an urban focus for their politics and culture, leaving 
little room for understanding still between the cottage and the townhouse. 
Resentment is sometimes actively promoted, as it is between generations, in 
echo of the racial and sexual politics pursued by editors and moguls. Editorial 
choices promote ignorance, and the framing of the news agenda is a complex 
business that prospers on the kitsch reproduction of ideas and artefacts. The 
peasants revolt at times but also crusade when encouraged to do so. 
 
No wonder that the country bumpkins prefer direct action, even when it may 
be manipulated by others and fundamentally against their own interests. Visit 
villages and read memorials to the dead, and then ponder what the long 
journey to annihilation meant to these poor souls. Images of powerful men 
pointing and demanding, of starving children and women in distress, and of 
hostile evil monsters all played their part in mobilizing masses to die for 
someone else’s cause. The power of the poster image and caricature in the 
popular press is not the province of opposition. Other images are not allowed. 
 
When the country people move to the city and their identity is excised, ideas 
are subject to a new dynamic that arises from a reaction to the humdrum. The 
image of urban and suburban life is now the mainstay of both liberal and 
reactionary cartoons. The censoring powers force the populace to laugh at 
itself to save their own skins. 
 

Losing, nevertheless, their taste for the folk culture whose background 
was the countryside, and discovering a new capacity for boredom at 
the same time, the new urban masses set up a pressure on society to 
provide them with a kind of culture fit for their own consumption. 
 
[Clement Greenberg, Avant-Garde and Kitsch, Partisan review, 1939] 
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RUN, IDA, RUN 
 
IDEE 76: The train rushes on through the burning city. Ida runs and runs with giant 
strides, she runs for all she’s worth. A black bird races past.  

 
Sometimes there’s a limited time to get things done, as when when Lola (Lola 
rennt ) races to get hold of the money that will save her boyfriend’s life. Art 
shows or suggests different possible resolutions to any story and can imply 
different outcomes, using images, music, animation, hand held and zoom-
happy creation. Ida has the desperation and the energy of Lola, and the 
outcome is likewise varied and multiple: unclear. Those who manage our 
opinions use numerous tools to restrict the revelation of such options. There is 
no alternative, no other option, and no Plan B. Censorship is the enemy of 
choice. 
 
In Masereel’s works it is evident that the political thought is pacifist and 
socialist, but it’s not so clear what outcome is expected or desired. The book 
without words can only sketchily outline goals or intentions for the future. 
Posters may be good at motivation, but images without words are not too 
good at articulating a detailed possible future. This is perhaps a reason why 
the visual arts and artists often last longer in hard regimes than the words 
and the writers: unlike literature, treatise and essay, images are not so easily 
proved wrong in their predictions or disappointed in their hopes. 
 
And what is the black bird? Perhaps a raven, Apollo’s bird, or the bird of 
dead and lost souls, as Ida is rapidly becoming. Or is it a harbinger of a 1926 
song? As Ella sings it, that’s a song about escaping from prostitution and 
abuse, so Ida would understand that. 
 
Ida is certainly on her way home. 
 

Pack up all my care and woe 
Here I go, singing low 
Bye-bye, blackbird 
 
Where somebody waits for me 
Sugar's sweet and so is he 
Bye, bye, blackbird 
 
[Ray Henderson (music) & Mort Dixon (lyrics), Bye, Bye, Blackbird, 
1926] 
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TITANIC 
 
IDEE 77: A big ship sinks while Ida runs on beside the ocean. Strange fish, an eel and 
a lobster stare bemused. One of the fish wears a toff’s top hat. 
 
Still a recent memory in Masereel’s time, the RMS Titanic retains its mythic 
status, encouraged by such varied creations as movies and epic poems. The 
sinking of the great liner is, like the submersion of Moby Dick, recognition 
that even large things can be hidden. Ida and her Idea are sinking fast too. 
 
There’s censorship and sauciness at sea, and at its edge. At the seaside, safe 
from icebergs, the McGill postcard and What the Butler Saw peepshow lie at 
one end of this: once popular fun but now at odds with sensibilities of gender, 
size and regional stereotype. Images of exposure, more bare bathing belles 
than ever before, are, in seeming contradiction, accepted. Further out, a little 
more risqué, there are images bought from a chap who hides them under a 
Parisian raincoat, brought home in the kitbag of a virgin soldier or blasted 
and drenched in blood when he cops one on the Somme, one body image 
coalescing with another mush of bloody body bits: two forbidden images 
together. A modern artist uses these images as basis for new life drawing. 
After that the deluge. 
 
Involuntary censorship immediately builds speculation and enquiry. Is the 
Titanic sunk without trace? Sunk – yes: without trace - no. There’s a 
fascination similar to that of lost or hidden treasures, including treasures that 
might later be banned for degeneracy. Censorship hides but rarely destroys. 
 
Among the artwork that sank with the Titanic was another naked lady, a large 
Neoclassical work painted in 1814 by Merry-Joseph Blondel. We know what 
the picture looked like because many reproductions of it were sold and some 
survive. In it, the woman stands beside the water, her nakedness partly 
covered by a flimsy cloth. This painting was respectable and highly valued, as 
the insurance claim shows.  
 

H Bjornsten Steffanson of the Hotel Gotham wants $100,000 to 
compensate him for the sinking of an oil painting by Blondel entitled 
“The Circassienne au Bain”. 
 
[New York Times, Thursday January 16th, 1913, Titanic Survivors 
Asking $6,000,000]  
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HOME 
 
IDEE 78-80: Finally, unseen by the chattering city-dwellers, Ida races across 
rooftops, crosses the starry sky, and returns to her creator. He has now fashioned a 
new Idea. Ida rubs her eyes - a tired and tearful return - realising that the artist now 
prefers his new creation. 

 
Sometimes it’s just too much for the Idea to take. The attacks and prohibitions 
by official and unofficial powers can be wearing on the artist and on what’s 
created. 
 
Masereel knew this only too well. He spent much of his life in exile, in 
Germany, Switzerland and, mostly, France. Like Ida, and the Drifters, he had 
to get out when ‘this old world’ got him down. Exile, voluntary and forced, is 
a common result of censorship - in all the arts and in all ages. 
 
For Brecht in exile beneath the pear tree in Svendborg the conversations and 
the games of chess with Walter proved a distraction. For others in Hollywood 
there was music and there were words to be prepared for a new 
entertainment. Other artists lost political edge and illustrated the words of 
other. Some never worked again. 
 
Exile can be a salvation but also can require changes that are themselves a 
proof that the violence and the threats of the dictatorial controllers have 
achieved a victory of sorts. The new ideas may be a sign of progress, defeat or 
reconciliation. 
 
Time will tell, but for now, it may be time to go. 
 

When this old world starts getting me down 
And people are just too much for me to face 
I climb way up to the top of the stairs 
And all my cares just drift right into space 
On the roof, it's peaceful as can be 
And there the world below can't bother me 
 
[Gerry Goffin & Carole King, Up on the Roof, 1962] 
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CALVARY 
 
IDEE 81: The new Idea stands boldly while the creator places Ida, as if crucified, in a 
scalloped frame – a tableau decorated with images of a mourner, a skull and a corpse. 

 
The Idea is now on the wall, and Ida may be Mary, Eve or Venus. The image 
is like an icon or votive tablet, a pinax (πίναξ). The Pinakothek museum in 
Munich could contain such an item, the museum founded by Ludwig I, the 
man who put the ‘y’ in Bayern, and who was, as many useful people are, a 
patron and preserver of things we are happy to see again. 
 
Museums are the there for memories of once vibrant ideas. Like places of 
religion, they preserve and control, entice visitors to look and marvel. They 
do not give away many secrets, but stress selected objects and images from 
the far and recent past. Curating denies the possibility of change in the 
contemporary art it decides on and curation of exhibits is one element of 
censorship. An image or a style falls out of favour, is judged degenerate or 
unwholesome – off to the basement or the saleroom. Museum collections can 
be canaries in coalmines, and we must watch for the moment when they fall 
victim to noxious fumes. Knocking bits off sculptures, slashing canvases, 
hurling objects against walls and into furnaces is always a sign that 
something nasty is afoot, but something gentler can equally be done by the 
keepers themselves. The Idea, the next Idea, and all images and words that 
follow must be prepared to suffer this and all other forms of censorship. 
 
Censorship and sensibilities will control what’s possible in public space. One 
museum in Canada recently realised this was an issue worth taking on. 
 

The Canadian Council Art Bank has been collecting work by the best 
Canadian artists of our time for over forty years, becoming the world's 
largest collection of contemporary Canadian art. The Art Bank shares 
its collection through art rental and outreach programs which sees 
approximately 3,000 works on display at various locations each year. 
But rarely are the works that depict subjects who are naked, nude, or 
unclothed exhibited, pieces which make up a large percentage of the 
collection. 
 
THEMUSEUM is displaying almost a hundred of these works that 
range in date, media, subject and styles. The exhibit encourages the 
audience to explore themes that will differentiate the pieces from those 
conventionally considered objectifying, pornographic or controversial. 
It is designed to educate, entertain and give viewers an engaging 
experience to explore contemporary Canadian art that the country has 
been so reluctant to publicly display. These unique works will 
challenge perceptions, create discussion and ultimately determine: do 
you GET Naked? 
 
[Notes on Getting Naked exhibition from THEMUSEUM, Kitchener, 
Ontario, Canada. March 2015]  
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ALONE AGAIN 
 
IDEE 82-83: The next Idea bids farewell as she too is put into an envelope for sending 
out into the world. The artist is alone once more, except for Ida’s picture on the wall. 
 
How will the new Idea use her naked cheek to confront those who want to 
cover and constrain her? Is she really a new idea, or just a rehashed version of 
the first? Is that why the artist looks so distraught, being condemned to the 
same result? 
 
The nakedness of Masereel’s Idea has been criticised, and the woman here 
called Ida is seen as lacking agency, and being nothing more than a tool of her 
male creator. This is said even though she is the person at the clear centre of 
the story, the actor who, as Ida, rails against all controls and who, as the Idea, 
is the opposition to the injustices and inequalities she finds. She suffers for her 
truth-telling, which is what censored works and artists are prepared to do. 
 
The disconsolate artist, and Masereel himself, perhaps knew that whatever 
they drew next, whatever Idea they sent out into the world, it would be 
disapproved by the powerful and attacked by critics and theorists. He 
perhaps expected opposition and had to wriggle uncomfortably from the 
censor’s grasp. But Masereel survived and is now remembered by some. He 
did what all artists do, even those that are sometimes considered marginal. 
This can be a dangerous business. 
 
A recent investigator of political cartoons, Victor Navasky, started his 
investigation with the same assumption. 
 

I commence this journey in the growing conviction that, far from 
trivial, under certain circumstances cartoons and caricatures have 
historically had and continue to have a unique emotional power and 
capacity to enrage, upset, and discombobulate otherwise rational 
people and groups and drive them to disproportionate-to-the-occasion, 
sometimes violent, emotionally charged behaviour. I’m talking about 
everything from overheated and irrational letters to the editor and 
subscription cancellations to censorship, prosecution, incarceration, 
and, as indicated above, violence and murder. 
 
[Victor S. Navasky, The Art of Controversy: Political Cartoons and their 
Enduring Power, 2013] 
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AFTERWORD 
 
Wordless picture stories have a unique and especially intimate relationship to their 
reader. In order to follow the narrative, these works ask the viewer to decipher what 
has taken place, then connect the dots from one image to the next. Though these 
stories can be quickly scanned and comprehended, what they offer grows with 
repeated viewing 
 
[Peter Kuper, Introduction to David A. Beronä, Wordless Books: The Original 
Graphic Novels, 2008] 
 
 
This piece, like any other, has a voice, and the selection of content, context 
and reference is already, as we indicated at the start, a kind of censorship: a 
predetermination of a direction of travel. For all travellers there’s a choice. 
They can focus on the goal, the end station, or can enjoy views from the 
window, and short stops for forays into the surrounding terrain. This is the 
offer that has been attempted, and while each reader will experience the 
journey in a personal way, it’s time for a quick wrap-up. 
 
 
THE BIG IDEA 
 
One thing that it is clear is that the actual Idea in Masereel’s story is not 
specified in any detail. It is not put into words, even though it is shown as 
being articulated in a wide variety of media and eliciting a variety of strong 
reactions. The Idea causes offence and concern to people in power and to 
those who are in thrall of power, but we do not, and cannot, know what the 
Idea is because there are no words to tell us. 
 
The important thing about the tale, then, is not a philosophy or ideology, 
although we can surmise that this is anti-authoritarian and anti-capitalist, but 
the graphic narrative does show the various means and measure taken by a 
censoring regime to suppress an Idea it does not want spread. The fact that 
this Idea is represented by the naked figure of the woman we have called Ida, 
makes a visual connection between the way in which the human body is 
regarded and treated and the nature of censorship. While abstract or 
conceptual visual arts can communicate messages of aesthetics or anti-
aesthetics, a body of some sort is often needed as a means of conveying 
meaning about human life when words are not employed to articulate the 
ideas and arguments. 
 
 
CHARLIE AND THE DANES 
 
The particular instances of the Danish and French cartoons that portrayed a 
specific religious figure have triggered recent actions by states and religious 
leaders, backed up by popular movements they incite, geared to dictate what 
can be created and published. This has been done through the power of 
violence and threats against artists and publishers, and is an extreme example 
of what happens when the underlying urge to censor gets out of hand, when 
censorship is a consequence, or by-product, of an ideology or belief system.  
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RELIGION, THE STATE AND COMMERCE 
 
Religious leaders who demand a power over the thoughts of others suppose a 
responsibility to uphold dogma that dictates that this or that thought, this or 
that word or image, this or that action – anything that is seen as damaging to 
the dogma held – can be censored, sometimes by violent means. This 
behaviour is based on gaining and maintaining power over people, for 
reasons that are supposed to be to the benefit of those who must obey. It is 
circular and self-defeating, but also often destructive and deadly. Faith and 
grace are tolerant and positive; dogma and subjugation are not. 
 
Governments do not call it censorship when they ban or restrict access to 
words and images – except in times of war. They couch their actions in terms 
of protection – of children, in support of families, against terrorism, in the 
national interest and in protecting what is called a way of life, a culture or a 
way of thinking. Such restrictions are increasingly not on the production of 
forbidden art and opinion, but on the consumption, distribution and 
promulgation of the forbidden. The state controls by cowing a population into 
not wanting to consume those things that may be expressed freely. 
 
Money is a tool of censorship in all media, in cinema studios, art galleries, 
magazines, television, books and games. Commercial enterprises may have 
their financial viability threatened, and this is one of the most powerful way 
of demanding the suppression of content. Advertising revenues and 
subscriptions, distribution deals and availability of finance can all be tinkered 
with to curtail and prevent the reproduction and reception of material that 
offends the official or unofficial censor. 
 
 
IS IT ART OR IS IT ACADEMIC? 
 
As legislation tightens up, there is a tendency to throw a sop to artists and 
their advocates in drafting legislation and decree. Artists, authors and 
researchers may be pardoned for transgressions if they can prove some 
respectable credentials. They are advised (or rather warned) to keep records 
of their artistic intent and method, and required to maintain evidence records 
of their motivation as a precautionary measure against prosecution. These 
attacks on the basis of creation itself, the freedom to create, without 
considering the origins or afterlife of the work, are now taught by art schools 
and freedom of expression organisations. 
 
Academic researchers are also warned to avoid the possibility of 
misunderstanding by the shady powers that police what can and cannot be 
read or referenced. The burden of proof has shifted from the law enforcers to 
those who may, even unintentionally, break the new laws: Kafkaesque. 
 
There is one law for politicians and functionaries who cause havoc through 
the unintended consequences of their actions – when, for example, they go to 
war or change social policies – and another for those most likely to create 
oppositional work and to present imaginative alternatives to the deathly pale 
of public malfeasance.  
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THE BODY 
 
In many cases the image that most readily provokes censorship is a depiction 
of a person, a body or some body part. This may be the body of a holy 
personage, a political leader, or a more or less anonymous body of the model 
or the artist. If the body is naked, it is equated with the act of sex, increasingly 
depicted in popular culture as pornography or as an act of violence, or with a 
commercial motive arising from mawkish sentiment or prurience. Respect, 
love, affection, pleasure, bawdiness and comedy are not now common in the 
portrayal of the human form, clothed or naked, even in spheres where the 
body has a traditional place in work as varied as Gillray and Hogarth 
cartoons and Japanese erotic prints. There is, however, often compassion in 
cartoons as well as vitriol, and this arises from their need for shorthand and 
precision. Quick unavoidable meaning is often greater than in other verbal 
and visual reports of current events, and may be a major thing censors don’t 
like. 
 
 
CHILDREN AND TERRORISM 
 
On top of appeals to moral rectitude and religious dogma, terrorism and child 
protection have been added to the reasons now given to support censorship. 
This has extended to focusing the beady eyes and ears on rock lyrics, theatre 
and opera performances, computer games and across the whole gamut of 
online amusements, books and magazines, newspapers and electronic media. 
Ida tangles with all of these media or their precursors and her actions offend 
in unspecified and trumped-up ways. The danger she poses is in her 
directness, her bravado and her persistence. The offence to the parent, 
peasant, priest, patron and proprietor is based on their fears, not on her effort. 
The Idea shows no harmful intent, but is, like all the fearfully banned and 
banished, driven out and hunted down, while those who are the equal or 
greater threats remain unquestioned and disguised among the disapproving 
crowds. 
 
 
DIGITAL FEARS 
 
The digital world is now central to the censor’s thirst for control. All words 
are monitored. The recipients are tracked, messages are stopped at source, or 
in between at a borders or unbreachable walls. To restrict access to visual 
knowledge, algorithms can quickly track shape, colour, tone and 
configuration and then take down images of bodies and other sensitive 
subjects from a distance, or take out the bodies themselves with trolls and 
drones. Images that were once commonplace in media have become subject to 
restrictions and have disappeared from view. 
 
Censorship that was once mostly after or during the fact but prohibition now 
often claims – as if foiling a plot - to stop the thing that didn’t happen.  
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WAR AND WAR GAMES 
 
The history of art is full of naked gods and goddesses in painting and 
sculpture. Men hold their own with women in this regard – from Herkules in 
Kassel to David in Florence - fighting with monsters, animals or enemies; 
wrestling or running; preparing for battle or resting after successful combat 
with men and beasts. Some, like Carl Milles’s Goteborg Poseidon and Jacob 
Epstein’s Liverpool Resurgent, are symbols of civic pride portrayed through 
naked men. 
 
Another body, the mostly male limbs and torsos damaged and defeated by 
war and violence, is rarely seen. Propaganda and image-building that emerge 
from the eternal censorship and management of war images has buried these. 
Death from a bullet in the brain or an underfoot explosion, a machine-gun 
evisceration, a blade across the face or groin, a blunt rifle butt knocking back 
the jaw and cheeks, blood, excretions, brains, body parts, pink mist are not 
images we want to see, so we do not. Armies are institutions that do not deny 
their mission to censor. We are, unfortunately, grateful for this. 
 
Kitsch comes to haunt us in and after war. Paintings are given soft focus and 
sensitivity. In photographs, it’s often got a sexy, recruitment sergeant, near 
porno edge, or there is ridicule and banter. Best years of my life, they say, 
rarely noting how short this life is for some. The assertiveness of Michael 
Stokes’s campaign photo shoot of limbless veterans, buffed up and in the 
buff, is a far cry from the directness of Alexander Gardner. 
 
When other obscene and violent images from warzones and boudoirs are 
viewed with pixilation, black strips and other cruder redactions, the faces, 
genitals, wounds, and body parts are not the only things to go into the 
figurative body bag. Insignia, identification marks are easily omitted. In 
sometimes extreme and often laughable cases, the whole being disappears: 
men, women, people of colour, out of favour politicians, the fat, the thin, the 
inconvenient bystander, the disgraced political ally, the embarrassing corpse. 
Imaging software skills are in high demand. 
 
 
WHAT CAN BE DISPLAYED IN PUBLIC 
 
It’s only at the end of Masereel’s piece that Ida ends up framed upon a wall. 
This is the beginning of the end like a display in the gallery, in up-market 
print or on a computer screen. The image of Ida, the Idea, becomes 
transformed into an icon or exhibit, a transubstantiation that is another 
variant of the censor’s work. We are not stopped from viewing the image, but 
are encouraged and allowed to see it only in a museum or archival context. 
 
Now the image may be curated, and a guide can be prepared that selects and 
describes, prescribes a visitor’s route and predetermines what and how to see. 
The headset guide interprets an exhibit or collection with pre-digested values, 
the volume and opinion ready to be plugged into ears of all visitors in all 
languages. The curated show is not one choice among many, but one choice 
for many. 
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Performance of dance and drama can be less restricted, even though touring 
can be problematic: programme notes now warn of nudity, smoke and 
smoking, noise or strobe lighting, offering protection from the thing that will 
happen, but which has been pre-approved as art. Similar to other spoiler 
alerts and trigger warnings, such advisories provide a justification for 
autosuggested disapproval, even where none can be enforced. 
 
The censor identifies the art it will put up with even while registering 
distaste, and the threat of possible future action. Legislation now requires the 
innocent to pre-empt possible offences by diarising and justification of actions 
on artistic or scholarly grounds, and this applies subconsciously to audiences 
as well as to artists. 
 
As with the demise of the paper map and its GPS-driven replacement, a 
disembodied voice guides us along a predetermined route without the magic 
of colours, contours and symbols that used to be our travelling companion. 
Mapping tools block out sensitive sights, just as a Courbet or Picasso shown 
on screen is made unintelligible by censoring blurs, thus making the censored 
image, for some, more titillating than the original. The fact of writing the 
word ‘censored’ across a forbidden image attracts the prurient and 
disapproving eye, reinforces a culture of forbidden fruit. 
 
This tracks back into a private sphere, where family photographs, book 
collections and personal memorabilia are now things that may arouse 
suspicion. The public sphere, which in so many ways is now privatised and 
fenced off and fenced in, has taken to looking into private life to see if there 
are things there to be feared and suppressed. Freedom of expression is once 
again coinciding with freedom of conscience. 
 
 
CENSORING FOR THE MANY, FREEDOM FOR THE FEW 
 
‘Freedom of expression’ may be reduced to ‘freedom from redaction’, while 
‘freedom of reception’ or ‘freedom of impression’ is restricted. With nothing 
entirely un-redacted it is difficult for the uncensored to be read, seen or 
otherwise taken into the realm of personal meaning. Censorship is not just 
about what appears in public, it is also about how the public is allowed to 
consume and rework the messages. Limited print-runs and dissemination 
only among select groups will usually mean that even potentially provocative 
words and images will be allowed to exist unhindered, but the censors’ eyes 
and ears are primed for increased action when distribution increases. 
 
Political and provocative images, like those of Masereel, thus tend to be the 
province of the small and pricey edition, select gallery exhibits, one-off or 
restricted printing, but - and here’s a contradiction - by avoiding the very 
notoriety the images might have if widely distributed, they may become cult 
cultural items, and thus later be construed as more important and 
representative than they originally were. 
 
It is the range of distribution that more often determines whether a work will 
be censored, not the content of the work. The limited edition may survive 
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when the popular publication is destroyed soon after it appears. Access has to 
be more than free in financial terms. 
 

It cannot be stressed too strongly that, in modern societies, information 
is and should be treated as a public good, what used to be called ‘the 
commons’. Central to such arguments for freedom of expression is not 
simply the media’s right to ‘speak’ but audiences’ right to listen and 
participate in discussion and debate animated by a multiplicity of 
voices. 
 
[Julian Petley, Free Speech: Censoring the Word, Index on Censorship, 
2008] 

 
 
A BODY OF OPINION 
 
Censorship of images is different from the censorship of words – or words 
and images. A political, religious or social idea may be expressed using the 
abstract power of verbal communication and argument, but an image must 
rely for its political, religious or social meaning on the representation of a 
person or perhaps an animal or even an inanimate object that stands in for a 
person. This puts the human likeness, face and body in the frame for most 
communications of this sort, be they caricatures or cartoons. The human body 
is at the heart of the battle against censorship of the image. 
 
When it comes to cartoons, caricatures and any other still or moving images 
that have a comment on or provide a narrative about human life, society, 
politics or beliefs, the use of the body is inevitable, and to deny the depiction 
of the body is to deny the graphic discussion of the things that concern 
human beings. Censorship of that body, in religious or political or social 
comment, is a gross form of denying access to disruptive ideas, and a major 
method of keeping control in the hands of vested interests and social 
intolerance. 
 
At times of social and political change, it’s hard not to see a direct connection 
between censorship and a deep unanswered disquiet about the human body; 
a fear, if not a loathing, that lurches towards interpretation of everything 
physical as pornography and obscenity. In this world view, suppressing 
words and images that are at odds with the political and religious narratives 
is the only course of action for the censor who will decide that some things 
just must be banned. 
 
Frequently, being unable or unwilling to prevent the creation of the offending 
words or images, action is taken against readers and observers rather than 
perpetrators of violent or abusive acts. 
 
Sarah Leonard has pointed to a shift in censorship targets from heresy to 
obscenity in German history, at a time when ‘the ability to regulate the 
boundaries of the body became symbolic of the ability to self-govern’. What 
we may now be seeing, with the greater emphasis on blasphemy and 
religious and political heresy as reasons to censor, is a strange melding of the 
censor’s urges that equate the body with heresy. 
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Certainly there are changes in the way powers that promote censorship and 
control approach their control over human physicality, often promoting a 
curious mixture of sacred and profane ideas and imagery. This essay invites 
all readers to explore their own paths through and against the fear that drives 
such prohibitions and violence and how they affect our individuality, our 
social relationships and our politics. 
 
Remarks made by Sarah Leonard in her discussion of censorship in 
nineteenth-century Germany may hold true for our time. 
 

In light of these conclusions it is possible to venture a broader point: 
debates about obscenity—and more recently pornography—are often 
situated at the center of some of the most important concerns of a given 
period. 
 
[Sarah L. Leonard, Fragile Minds and Vulnerable Souls 
The Matter of Obscenity in Nineteenth-Century Germany, Penn Press, 
2014] 
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CODA 
 
There is only one acknowledged source, and that is the raw material used to 
fashion speculation. The work that Frans Masereel published as Idée/Idee is an 
Idea that led to others. 
 
There are three ways to find other sources and references. You can look for 
them in the text (some are here); you can search for them when you see a 
name or object you don’t know (this will give you the up-to-date information, 
but may not give you historical stuff that has been deleted); or you can 
imagine the references and sources that the work suggests to you from your 
own experience, education and inclination. 
 
As the range of possible sources and references is too large, I suggest the 
reader uses a mixture of all three and any other methods that come to mind, 
and bear in mind that personal and social views do not rely only on the 
written and the visual, but also on many other natural and artificial 
environmental factors too great to enumerate. 

 
ich hatte gute lust, auch eine liste sonstiger quellen beizugeben – habe 
in der tat auch schon begonnen, sie zusammenzusetzen (schaufenster, 
gespräche, landschaften, daten, gesichter, pornographische photos, 
zufälle, schallplatten, filme) – doch musste ich vor der fülle aufgeben. 
 
[Oswald Wiener. Die Verbesserung von Mitteleuropa, Roman 1969] 
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